Abstract-The design of application-specific instruction set processor (ASIP) system includes at least three interdependent tasks: microarchitecture design, instruction set design, and instruction set mapping for the application. We present a method that unifies these three design problems with a single formulation: a modified scheduling/allocation problem with an integrated instruction formation process. Micro-operations (MOPs) representing the application are scheduled into time steps. Instructions are formed and hardware resources are allocated during the scheduling process. The assembly code for the given application is obtained automatically at the end of the scheduling process. This approach considers MOP parallelism, instruction field encoding, delay load/store/ branch, conditional execution of MOPs and the retargetability to various architecture templates. Experiments are presented to show the power and limitation of our approach. Performance improvement over our previous work [4] is significant.
Introduction
Application specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs) offer a flexible and low cost solution for embedded systems with specific complex algorithms or control intensive applications [3] [11] . As a result of the progress in design automation, it is now possible to synthesize ASIP-based embedded systems automatically. The synthesis of ASIP systems is an complex design problem which basically consists of three subproblems: microarchitecture design, instruction set design and instruction set mapping, which have been addressed by many people from different research areas.
High Level Synthesis (HIS), e.g., [6] [8] [9] , generates microarchitectures at the RTL level from behavior specifications, which, in the context of ASIP design, are the instruction set specifications; Instruction Set Synthesis (ISS), e.g., [11[21[31[4] , generates instruction sets from given descriptions of microarchitectures; Instruction Set Mapping (ISM), e.g., [12] [ 16] [17] , compiles the given applications to assembly code, based on the given instruction set, so that the applications can be efficiently executed on the microarchitecture. Clearly, these problems are not independent ones. The need to closely examine the problems of HLS, ISS and ISM for instruction set processors has been noted by researchers, e.g., [2] and [ 111. To investigate the interactions between these subproblems, most current approaches, e.g., [13][ 14] [15], rely on manually controlled iterations between various synthesis tools. This paper presents a method which expresses the synthesis of t. This work was supported by the ARPA under contract
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ASIP-based embedded systems, consisting of three subproblems HLS, ISS, and ISM, with a single formulation: a simultaneous scheduling/allocation problem with an integrated instruction formation process. As shown in Figure 1 , our method accepts applications expressed as dependency graphs of micro-operations (MOPs), an objective function, design constraints, and an architecture template, and generates the microarchitecture by allocating resources to the given architecture template, the applicationspecific instruction set, and the assembly code for the given applications. The design space of instruction sets consists of many features in modern pipelined processors, including parallel MOPs, operand (field) encoding, delay load/storelbranch, and conditional execution of MOPs. The architecture templates that we consider are pipelined microarchitectures with a data stationary control model [5] .
In this formulation, MOPs are scheduled into time steps, subject to instruction word width, dependency and timing coustraints. While MOPs are scheduled into time steps, hardware resources are allocated, and instructions ,are formed at the same time. Note that instruction formation has effects on resource allocation as well. The assembly code is obtained from the schedule after the instruction set is finalized. The method has been implemented in our design automation system ASIA (Automatic Synthesis of Instruction-set Architecture).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the basic problem formulation in our previous work [4] of which our current method is an extension. Section 3 describes the extension to accommodate microarchitecture design. Section 4 presents some experiments. Section 5 concludes this paper with discussions on the achievements, limitations, and future directions. 
Instruction set design and mapping as a scheduling problem
In this section we summarize the basic problem formulation of our previous work [4] which addresses the problems of ISS and ISM as a scheduling problem with an integrated instruction formation process. This formulation generates the instruction set and assembly code for the given application and microarchitecture. The extension to the basic formulation is given in Section 3 to include the synthesis of microarchitectures.
Representation of applications
An application is represented as a collection of weighted basic blocks. The weight is defined by the designer, and is usually used to indicate the typical execution frequency or the "importance", by some measure, of the basic block. The basic blocks are represented by dependency graphs of MOPs that are supported by the given microarchitecture. An instruction contains one or more parallel MOPs. MOPs are controlled via instruction fields. The fields belong to some field types. The instruction word, consisting of fields, is assumed to be of fixed width. The widths of the instruction word and field types are specified by the designer. An example is given in Table 1 . Each instruction has one opcode field, but the use of other fields is constrained only by the total number of bits needed by the operations in the instruction. 
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both register accesses refer to the same physical register) and Immed=l (fixing an operand to a specific value which becomes implicit) are encoded into the opcode saves instruction fields and allows more parallel MOPs to be packed into a single instruction, at the cost of possibly larger instruction set sue, additional connections and hardwired constants in the data path.
The semantics of an instruction can be represented by a binary tuple <MOPTypeIDs, IMPFields>, where MOPTypeIDs is a list of type IDS for the MOPs contained in the instruction, and IMPFields is a list of operand fields that are encoded into the opcode. For example, the binary tuple for the instruction add (RI, R 2 , Immed) is < [ r r a i I , [ I >. The instruction contains one MOP 'R1<-Rz+Immed' with the type ID r r a i , which is represented by the list [ r r a i I . Since no operand is encoded, the second argument of the tuple is an empty list. On the other hand, the binary tuple for the instruction i n c (~) is < [ r r a i ] , [ R I = R~, 1mmed=11>. The list in the second argument of the tuple specifies how the operands are encoded: the element R 1 = R 2 unifies the register specifiers R, and Rz to the same register, and the element Immed=l fixes the immediate value permanently to the constant of one.
Instruction formation and mapping
Instructions are formed while MOPs are scheduled into time steps by substituting the data values and register indices with general field templates. For example, the instruction add-store ( R I , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 , Immed) 'R1<-R2+l"ed; m(R&-R4' (';' represents parallelism) is formed when two MOPs 'r(lS)<-r(ll)+4' and 'm(r(ll))<-r(11)' are scheduled into the same time step. If the design process decides to encode the instruction operands by unifying the register specifiers R2=R3=R4, then this instruction becomes push ( R I , ~4 , Immed) which is used in Prolog
. This unification saves two register operand fields in the instruction. The instruction set is derived from the final schedule and encoding decisions made by the scheduling process. The assembly code is obtained from the schedule and the synthesized instruction set.
Design constraints
MOPs are scheduled into time steps, subject to several constraints. First, the datdcontrol dependencies and the timing constraints (for multi-cycle MOPs) have to be satisfied. If two dependent MOPs are required to be separated by certain cycles due to the timing constraint, independent MOPs, if available, or NOPs (no-operations) are filled in the delay cycles. Second, the instruction word width and the hardware resources consumed by the instructions have to be no larger than what are specified by the inc. Encoding operands designer. Third, the size of the instruction set has to be no more than Zopcode field width
A simulated annealing algorithm
We use a simulated annealing algorithm for the instruction formation and mapping problem. An initial schedule of the given application, produced by a preprocessor, is given to the algorithm as the initial design state. The algorithm then makes random movement in the design space by applying move operators to change the design state. In each movement, one MOP is selected randomly or according to some heuristics, and assigned to a randomly selected time step. Or, an instruction formation process can be applied to a time step to transform the semantics of the instruction at the time step. All of these movements are subject to the timing and dependency constraints.
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The move operators which change the design state are grouped into two classes: 1. Manipulation of instruction semantics Unification: Unify two register operands in the MOPs. Split: Cancel the effect of the 'unification' operator. Implicit value: Bind a register operand field to a specific register, or an immediate data field to a specific value. Explicit value: Cancel the effect of the 'implicit value' operator. Generalization: If the current instruction format of the selected time step contains encoded operands, make these operands general and become explicit in the instruction fields.
Interchange: Interchange the locations of two MOPs from different time steps. Displacement: Displace a MOP to another time step. Insertion: Insert an empty time step after or before the selected time step and move one MOP to the new time step. Deletion: Delete the selected time step if it is an empty one.
In addition, there are some designer controllable parameters in the algorithm. The cooling schedule updates the current temperature. The movement accepting rules control the stability of design state at various temperature levels. The heuristics are used to select move operators and MOP targets when resolving violation of design constraints. For example, when the resource usage of a time step violates the resource constraint, the move operators uniEcation, implicit value, interchange, displacement, insertion and deletion can be randomly selected to be applied to the time step.
Manipulation of MOP'S location

Extension for microarchitecture design
The previous formulation can be extended to synthesize the microarchitecture at the same time, with the introduction of the architecture template specification language, resource allocation, a proper objective function, and design constraints which are discussed in this section.
Architecture templates
Ideally, it is desirable that the design automation system select the most feasible architecture template from a pool of candidate templates and carry out the design details. However, we have adopted a simpler approach for our current method, in order to manage the complexity of the problem. In our approach, the designer gives the architecture template by specifying the pipeline configuration and the general connection patterns of the data path. The algorithm then allocates appropriate hardware resources to instantiate the architecture template. The resources to be allocated are register readwrite ports, memory ports, and functional units.
The styles of micro-architectures considered here are pipelined micro-architectures. The pipeline stages can be partitioned into two sections: the instruction fetch stages and the instruction execution stages. The instruction fetch stages are common to all pipeline configurations. The instruction execution stages are defined by the designer. For example, a basic pipeline, as shown in Figure3 (a), can be functionally partitioned into stages for instruction fetch (IF), instruction decode (ID), register read (R), arithmeticllogic operation (A), memory access (M), and register write (W). IF and ID belong to the instruction fetch stages, and R, A, M, and W belong to the instruction execution stages. Each functional stage may take more than one cycle, and can be further pipelined. The latencies of the functional stages are design parameters which are specified by the designer.
Other variations can be defined as well. For example, the pipeline 'IF-ID/R-A-M-W', the case (b) in the figure, can be derived by merging the register-read stage with the instruction-decode stage, at the cost of restricting the instructions to single format for register specification such that registers can always be pre-fetched at the instruction-decode stage. On the other hand, the pipeline 'IF-ID-R-A/M-W', the case (c), is derivedl by merging the arithmetic stage with the memory stage, at the cost of eliminating the displacement addressing mode. The displacements have to be computed by other instructions proceeding the memory-related instructions.
Figure4 (a) depicts the data path model of the pipeline in Figure 3 (a). The register Eles at the top and bottom are the same register file. They are duplicated for the ease of readability. The data path model specifies the topology of modules, i.e., the connection pattems of data path modules. In the figure, there are paths R-A-M-W and its subpaths R-A-W, R-A-M, and M-W. There also exist paths A-R, M-R, and W-K which are created by the bypassing buses. The heavy dots in the Egure indicate that the number of data path resources are to be instantiated by the algorithm.
The pipeline is controlled in a data stationary fashion [5]. In the data stationary control, the opcode flows through the pipeline in synchronization with the data being processed in the data path. Figure 4 (b) shows the control path with data stationary model for the pipeline in Figure 3 (a). Opcodes are forwarded to next stages synchronously. At each stage, the opcode, together with possible status bits from the data path, is decoded to generate the control signals necessary to drive the data path.
The specification language for architecture templates
The architecture templates can be abstractly described by specifying the supported MOPs and a set of timing parameters. The MOPs describe the pipeline configuration of the instruction execution stages, the functionality supported by the microarchitecture, and the connectivity among modules in the data path. For example, in Table 2 is the description of part of the MOPs supported by the architecture template in Figure4. Although not shown here, conditional execution of MOPs is allowed. Note that in this example, there is no direct connection between the register read and write ports. Therefore, a direct register move is not possible, which has to be achieved by some dummy arithmetic or logic operations such as adding with zero. 'fie pipeline configuration 'IF-ID-R-AM-W' in Figure 3 ( The set of timing parameters describes the operation latencies in terms of clock cycles. There are two classes of operation latencies: latencies for the operations of data path modules, and latencies (delay cycles) for information passing between operations in pipeline stages. Examples for the architecture template in Figure 4 are shown in Table 3 and Table 4, The given application is translated to dependency graphs of MOPS which are supported by the given architecture template. This translation is performed in two steps. First, the application, written in a high level language, is translated into an intermediate representation by the compiler of the high level language (in our current environment, the Aquarius Prolog Compiler [IS] ). Second, a retargetable MOP mapper, consulting the given architecture template specified with the language described in Section 3.2, transforms the intermediate representation into the dependency graphs of MOPs. A preprocessor generates a simple-minded schedule for the MOPs. An instruction set is derived from the schedule. This is done by directly mapping time steps in the schedule into instructions without encoding any operand. The obtained schedule and instruction set constitute the initial design state, which can be an inferior one.
The simulated annealing algorithm, with the modifications discussed in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, is invoked to optimize the design state. Note that the initial temperature for the annealing process has to be higher than the problem in Section 2. The number of movements tried at each temperature has to be larger as well. These modifications are due to the much larger design space when instruction sets and microarchitectures are designed together. Several experiments may be necessary in order to set the proper values for these parameters. The best instruction set, microarchitecture, and assembly code which minimize the objective function can be obtained after the design state reaches the equilibrium state.
Experiments
In this section we present experimental results of our simulated annealing algorithm for the design of application specific instruction sets and microarchitectures, and instruction set mapping. To simplify the experiments, an application specific design was synthesized for each given application. However, this is not to mean that our algorithm can only be used to synthesize designs for single applications. Application specific designs customized for a set of given applications can be synthesized by taking the collection of the MOP dependency graphs from all the given applications as the input of the algorithm.
We used the MOP specification in Table 2 and timing parameters in Table 3 and Table 4 as the given architecture template. The bit width constraints for instruction fields is given in Table 1 . The following function is used as the objective function. The meanings of the variables are given in Section 3.4.
EQ 1 We assumed that every basic block executes once for every application. This assumption was due to the fact that the profile analyzer was not available at the moment so that we were not able to obtain the run time behavior, e.e., the execution counts of basic blocks. The number of movements tried at each temperature point is 5*(# of MOPS). The next temperature is 90% of the current temperature. The experiments were conducted on a HP 750 workstation with 224M memory.
Three symbolic applications were selected from the Prolog benchmark suite [lo]. hanoi-8 is the 'hanoi' problem solver. conl concatenates two strings into one string. nreverse reverses the order of the given string . Note that the predicate concat defined in conl is used as a subroutine in nreverse as well. The results are given in Table 5 . The columns under the header "Synthesis results" are the outputs of the algorithm: the resource allocation, cycle counts of the application, the instruction set size. Note that conl and nmverse have more MOP parallelisms available than hami-8. Therefore, conl and nreverse are allocated more hardware resources than hunoi-8. Furthermore, some powerful instructions are included in conl's ancl nreverse's instruction sets to make use of the additional hardware resources, as indicated by the larger sizes of their instruction sets. In the table we also list the number of candidate instructions (in the "Inst. set space" column) and the number of microarchitecture configurations (in the "uArch space" column) explored by the algorithm. These numbers show that sufficient number of design candidates have been explored. Table 2 for the meanings of the notation.
For comparison, we also applied an iterative approach with our previous tool [4] to find the best microarchitectures and instruction sets for the applications. Our previous tool was constructed to generate instruction sets and mapping for given resource allocation. Therefore, the most difficult task is to decide that how many configurations of resource allocation should be tried before we believe that sufficient design space has been explored. For each application, we chose three resource configurations from the "uArch space" column in Table 5 . The three configurations include the best one (in the "Resource allocation column in Table 5 ) and two other possible configurations that are closest to the best one'. Table 6 lists the objective values and the CPU times used by the tools. The header "The integrated approach' lists the results of the algorithm presented in this paper.
The header "The iterative approach" lists the results of our previous tool. The results show that the integrated approach finds the same or better designs than the iterative approach. And the integrated approach has an average speedup of 3.5 in CPU time over the iterative approach. This is because that while the iterative approach has to conduct several complete runs with various resource configurations in order to find the best solution, the integrated approach find the best solution much faster by dynamically 1. In real designs, more possible configurations have to be tried, in order to ensure that sufficient design space has been explored. switching between different resource configurations so that infeasible design space can be pruned early in the search process. The comparison shows that the integrated approach, in addition to the clarity in the problem formulation, is a significant performance improvement over our previous approach in solving the combined HLS+ISS+ISM problem.
It is difficult to fairly compare our approach with related work since these approaches evolve from different research disciplines such as computer architecture, compiler and high level synthesis. They have different concerns, machine models and problem formulations. Further investigations are necessary to compare related work in the future. Due to space limit, we do not list the synthesized instruction sets in the paper. Interested readers may refer to [SI. By carefully examining the synthesized instructions, we found that there exist few powerful instructions that are rarely used in the assembly code. The instruction set sizes can be reduced by deleting these instructions, at the cost of slightly increased cycle counts. This action will further reduce the objective values, resulting in better solutions. However, this was not done by our algorithm. The reason is that the chance of the MOPs contained in these instructions being selected and displaced by the algorithm was very low since this pattern occurred rarely in the application. To fix this problem, we can increase the number of movements tried at each temperature point at the cost of increased CPU time. Or, we can introduce more powerful move operators such as "delete an instruction" or "delete a resource" to the algorithm at the cost of complicating the design heuristics and modification to the data structure, since the objects being moved is no longer just MOPs, which are simple and local, but also instructions and resources, which are complex and global.
The experiments also demonstrate that our tools can be used for the exploration and analysis of several interesting architectural properties of applications. However, the space limit does not allow the discussion. Interested readers may refer to [5] 
Conclusions
We have presented a method which encapsulates the combined problem of instruction set design, microarchitecture design and instruction set mapping with a single formulation: a simultaneous scheduling/allocation problem with an integrated instruction formation process. The formulation takes as inputs the application, architecture template, objective function and design constraints, and generates as outputs the instruction set, resource allocation (which instantiates the architecture template) and assembly code for the application. A simulated algorithm is used to solve the problem. The method is an extension to our previous work [4].
We have presented experimental results with three Prolog applications. Limitations of the method are shown, and possible improvements are discussed. The experiments also show that the current method has significant speedup over our previous method coupled with an iterative approach.
In the future, we need to address the following problems. (1) The CPU time grows quickly with the size of application. For larger applications, the design may be accomplished in two phases. In the first phase, the integrated synthesis task is performed on the most important part of the applications. In the second phase, instruction set mapping is performed for the rest of the applications, based on the design derived on the first phase. 
